A Novel Technique to Perform Microvascular Anastomosis Revisions without Clamps
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Abstract

Background For surgeons learning microsurgery, uneven spacing between sutures while performing microvascular arterial anastomoses is one of the most common technical errors made that can lead to leakage. Based on the previous surgical experience and training of these surgeons, the first option chosen to prevent bleeding is to place a vascular clamp proximal to the anastomosis and an additional suture at the site of the leak. Because this technique may have technical and thrombosis concerns, our study proposes an alternative technique of performing post-anastomotic revisions without the use of clamps.

Methods Our technique involves placing a cotton-tipped applicator under the artery and lifting it to partially occlude flow within the vessel as an additional suture is placed at the leakage site to complete the revision. One-hundred eighty-four microvascular anastomoses were performed on the femoral arteries of 92 Sprague-Dawley rats, and of the 184 anastomoses, 147 had a leak and required a post-anastomotic revision. All revisions were completed using our technique, and no clamps were used during any of the revisions.

Results Of the 147 post-anastomotic revisions completed using our technique, 141 (95.9%) were patent 2 hours post-revision. The mean operating time for the revisions was 5:03 minutes (range, 1:44–6:30 minutes).

Conclusion Our technique of partially occluding an artery with a cotton-tipped applicator while performing a post-anastomotic revision is a safe and effective alternative to using vascular clamps. Our technique may also reduce technical errors and have a low risk of causing thrombosis when completing post-anastomotic revisions.

For surgeons learning microsurgery, one of the most common technical errors made that can lead to leakage after performing microvascular anastomoses on arteries ~1 mm in diameter is uneven spacing between sutures at the suture line.1 At the Microsurgery Training and Research Laboratory of the Columbia University Irving Medical Center, we have noticed that based on the previous surgical experience and training of the surgeons who enroll in our microsurgery training program, the first option chosen to prevent bleeding is to place a vascular clamp proximal to the anastomosis.2 An additional suture is then placed at the site of the leak. There are concerns with using this technique, as completely occluding blood flow with a clamp reduces the ability to pinpoint the location of the leak, increases the probability of placing a back-wall stitch due to suture line flattening, and may facilitate platelet accumulation and thrombus formation due to the stagnant flow and increase
in thrombogenic factors at the suture line. To address these concerns, we propose a simple, novel technique of performing post-anastomotic revisions that uses a cotton-tipped applicator (McKesson Medical-Surgical Inc.; Richmond, VA) to partially occlude blood flow.

**Methods**

All procedures described were in compliance with Columbia University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. From September 2017 to February 2018, 46 microsurgeons in training enrolled in our microsurgery training program and performed 184 microanastomoses on the femoral arteries of 92 Sprague-Dawley rats. The mean weight of the rats was 429 g (range, 343–530 g). The rats were anesthetized with a combination of ketamine (70 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg). Anesthesia was maintained via an intraperitoneal ketamine bolus. All arteries operated on were ~1 mm in diameter, and all surgeons used a surgical operating microscope (Zeiss OPMI P9; Carl Zeiss; Jena, Germany) to complete the anastomoses. Each anastomosis was performed using a double clamp with a frame and 10–0 nylon sutures with a 135° taper (Surgical Specialties Corporation; Reading, PA). The standard procedure described by Cooley of completing eight interrupted circumferential stitches was followed for each anastomosis.

Of the 184 anastomoses, 147 (79.9%) had a leak and required a post-anastomotic revision, which was performed using our technique of partially occluding the artery with a cotton-tipped applicator. No clamps were used to perform the revisions, and all revisions were completed with an assistant surgeon holding the cotton-tipped applicator and irrigating with heparinized saline. Patency was verified using the empty-and-refill test, as this test minimizes thrombosis risk. Our technique was performed using the following guidelines:

1. After completing the anastomosis, apply the fat pad to the artery for 2 minutes for hemostasis.
2. Clean the field with saline and dry with gauze. Apply 1% lidocaine hydrochloride to the artery for vasodilation. Examine if there is a leak and confirm that a post-anastomotic revision is needed.
3. Place a moist cotton-tipped applicator under the artery and briefly lift it until the flow is completely occluded (Fig. 1). Irrigate with heparinized saline to clean and gain visualization of the suture line.
4. Once visualization is achieved, gently lower the cotton-tipped applicator such that the flow within the artery is partially occluded, allowing blood to continue through the artery and leak through the unevenly spaced site (Fig. 2). Continuous drops of heparinized saline may be applied to pinpoint the location of the leak and identify where the suture needs to be placed. The cotton-tipped applicator may also be lifted and lowered to alternate between complete and partial occlusion, aiding in visualizing where the leak is. In the event that the leak is on the back-wall, it is advised to keep the stay sutures of the 12 and 6 o’clock stitches long to facilitate rotation of the artery on the cotton-tipped applicator.
Discussion

Our results suggest that partially occluding an artery with a cotton-tipped applicator to complete a post-anastomotic revision is an effective technique, as 95.9% of the revisions were patent in our study 2 hours post-revision. We tested patency at 2 hours post-revision because previous studies in small animals have shown that thrombosis is most likely to occur in the first 15 to 20 minutes after completing an anastomosis.\(^9\) The success of our technique may be attributed to it having a low risk of causing thrombosis, as by allowing flow within the artery as the revision is being completed, our technique circumvents the issue of thrombosis occurring due to the conglomeration of stagnant blood and thrombogenic factors at the suture line.\(^3\)–\(^5\)

Reducing technical errors when completing the revisions may also contribute to why our technique is effective. By allowing flow within the artery as the revision is being completed, our technique allows for the visualization of where the leak is and where the revision needs to be made, which decreases the risk of making unnecessary holes in the artery intima. This improved visualization of the leaks is not possible with clamps, as they completely occlude flow and make it more difficult to pinpoint the location of the leak. Another advantage is that our technique allows for the artery to remain inflated at the suture line as the revision is being completed. This reduces the risk of accidentally placing a back-wall stitch. More specifically, since there is no flow when clamps are placed, the artery remains flat at the suture line, which increases the risk of inadvertently performing a back-wall stitch. Finally, because our technique maintains flow within the artery, it is possible to immediately assess if the revision was successful, as the leak should stop once the suture is placed and the tails are lifted to temporarily approximate the arterial ends at the leakage site. If the leak does not stop, this means the suture was not placed at the correct location, and the surgeon can remove the suture and place it in a better position. This process is less efficient with clamps, as a clamp must first be removed to assess if the revision is successful.

Even though our technique can be performed by one surgeon, we advise having an assistant surgeon to control the cotton-tipped applicator and continuously irrigate the artery with heparinized saline as the revision is being completed. This results in more stable handling of the cotton-tipped applicator, and decreases the risk that it will be lifted too high and cause excess tension on the suture line. An assistant surgeon can also help in verifying that no cotton fibers dislodge onto the suture line, and can take immediate action in removing any cotton fibers if needed. A sponge-tipped applicator may also be used to address the concern of the cotton fibers dislodging onto the suture line. Finally, since partially occluding the artery may lead to turbulent flow, thrombosis can occur if the revision is not completed in a timely manner.\(^1\) In our study, we found that with an average of 5:03 minutes per revision, 95.9% of the revisions were patent 2 hours post-revision. An assistant surgeon can help in completing the revisions in this time frame to achieve optimal patency results.

It is important to note that our technique is only effective on small revisions. All arteries operated on in our study were ~1 mm in diameter. For larger leaks or arteries, a clamp may be necessary to stop the leak and gain visualization of the suture line. Our technique has also only focused on microarterial anastomoses, as the pressure is sufficiently high in arteries to allow blood to continue to flow through the vessel when it is partially occluded. While our technique may be effective for other procedures where the flow is still arterial (such as with interpositional vein grafts), we hypothesize that

---

Fig. 3  Partial occlusion. While the artery is still partially occluded, a suture is placed at the site where the leak is visualized.

5. Place a suture at the site where the leak is visualized (Fig. 3) and lift the tails of the suture to temporarily approximate the arterial ends at the leakage site. If the suture was placed at the correct location, the leak should stop once the arterial ends are approximated. Confirm that no cotton fibers from the cotton-tipped applicator dislodge onto the suture line, as this can lead to thrombus formation.\(^5\)

6. Once the suture is confirmed to be in the correct location and no cotton fibers are present, complete three square knots, remove the cotton-tipped applicator, and examine the artery for additional leaks. Lidocaine may be applied for vasodilation and to expose unseen leaks.\(^9\) If any leaks are found, the technique may be repeated again.

Results

Of the 184 microarterial anastomoses, 147 (79.9%) had a leak and required a post-anastomatic revision. Of the 147 revisions completed using our technique of partially occluding the artery, 141 (95.9%) were patent 2 hours post-revision. The mean operating time for the revisions was 5:03 minutes (range, 1:44–6:30 minutes).
the results would be ambiguous for microvenous anastomoses, and more research needs to be done in this area.

**Conclusion**

Our technique of partially occluding arteries with a cotton-tipped applicator to perform post-anastomotic microvascular revisions is a safe and effective alternative to using vascular clamps.
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